INTERNAL CONTENT DIRECTORY

This document was developed as part of Student Experience Research Network’s (SERN) strategic sunset in 2023 with the intention of sharing examples and templates from our work that we believe may be useful to other people and organizations. Creative Commons licenses on the linked resources state that the content can be shared freely, and in some cases modified, for non-commercial use.

FELLOWSHIPS

SERN Midcareer Fellows Program (2021-2022)
- Call for applications and FAQ
- Feedback to applicants (anonymized samples)
Inclusive Mathematics Environments Early Career Fellowship (2019-2020)
- Request for applications
- Orientation slide deck
- Presentation on interdisciplinarity
- Prep document for fellows’ funder meetings
- Request for applications
- Guidance for pre-registration of hypotheses and analysis plan

FUNDED PORTFOLIOS

SERN Sunset Grant Portfolio (2023-2024)
- Request for proposals and FAQ
- External proposal reviewer invitation, guidance, and review template
K-12 Teachers and Classrooms Research Portfolio (2019-2021)
- Request for proposals
- Guidance to support project teams in writing non-technical summaries of their projects’ findings
- Round one request for proposals
- Round two request for proposals

OTHER

Communications
- Excerpt of SERN’s style guide
- Email plan for SERN’s strategic sunset
- Communications and engagement calendar for SERN’s strategic sunset
- SERN’s key messages regarding evidence and research use

Events
- SERN funder briefing resource suite outlining processes for funder briefing theme and agenda development, speaker selection and preparation, attendee communications, and more
- Lessons from SERN’s annual scholarly convening about fostering relationships and engagement across silos
- Facilitation guide for SERN’s Belonging Collective kickoff event, which informed the final slate of Belonging Collective projects

Measurement
- Organizational relationship review template used to track the health and impact of SERN’s organizational relationships

Staffing
- Competency map for role clarity and talent development at SERN
- SERN’s organizational chart